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By Kit Coons

After buckling my seat belt, I searched for my list. Where was my list? Not in my purse. Not in the car seat.

Reluctantly, I unbuckled my seat belt and went back into the house. I knew from experience that trying to

remember everything I needed to do never worked. My list was necessary for success.

Certainly, a list can be a useful memory aid when going to the grocery store. But there are more important

experiences in life we need to remember. For instance, in the Old Testament, we see God’s encouragement

to remember. The children of Israel used what was available as a memory aid of God’s work in their lives.

In Genesis 28:18 we read, “Then Jacob rose early in the morning, and took the stone that he had put at his

head, set it up as a pillar and poured oil on top of it.”

Journals and Bookmarks

As a new Christian, a friend gave me a book of empty pages and suggested I fill those pages with God’s

work in my life. The date on my first page is April 18, 1974.  My eighteen completed journals are all sizes

and shapes, including the one written in this week.

Each entry is a step back into a time I once lived. The pages are filled with memories and reflections. Like

stones, one by one, they build an altar of remembrance to the Lord. Although my journals are not very tall
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in stature, they do have a wealth of God’s work with

me – one of his children.

Another way I built altars of remembrance to the

Lord is by choosing a verse each year on which to

concentrate. In 1996, a Bible study by Cynthia Heald

challenged me to join her in this practice. I have printed out each verse and laminated them so I could use

them as a bookmark for that year. I also jotted down events that happened on the back of each verse.

Twenty-four verses remind me of how each one chosen in January became just what was needed for the

challenges of that year. The verses vary greatly in subject but the common thread is the effect of God’s

Word on my life.

A picture is worth a thousand words

My husband, Drew has his own way of creating remembrances of God’s work. Drew receives great joy by

walking through our home and looking at the pictures of the places God has taken us. But first, he had to

select, print, frame, and find space for those pictures on our already crowded walls.

Everyone has photos that remind them of people,

places, and occasions. However, these photos are

different. They were selected because they remind

Drew of times when God did something special.

Specifically, those pictures remind him of having

trusted God. They display the many different ways

and places Drew has seen God at work. Like the Old

Testament monuments of stone, the photos serve as

reminders of God’s work.

My journals, verses, and Drew’s pictures have all added great depth, gratitude, and reflection to our lives.

They have given us the encouragement to make the time to pause, relive, and rejoice in the great and

wonderful things our God has done.
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“Look to the Lord and his strength; seek his face always. Remember the wonders He has done, his

miracles, and the judgments He pronounced. O descendants of Israel his servants, O sons of Jacob, his

chosen ones.” 1 Chronicles 16:11-13

How have you learned to document meaningful moments in your life? Looking back, what surprised

you as more significant than you thought at the time?

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Kit and Drew Coons have been married for 39 years. They met

as Cru staff in Nigeria and later served in the U.S. and New

Zealand. Kit and Drew are authors of The Challenge Series –

five wholesome seeker-friendly novels; The Ambassadors – A

scientific tale seemingly taken from today’s headlines; and six

life-skills books on difficult topics.  Their website is

https://morethanordinarylives.com/. Kit can also be contacted

at kitcoons@comcast.net.
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2 thoughts on “Recalling the Goodness of God”

Hi Kit! Thanks so much for sharing your very practical ways to remember God’s goodness and faithfulness

to you through the years. I may begin to incorporate a yearly verse on a bookmark so I have a record to

look back to see what God is doing!
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Thanks, Patti. There is great joy when looking back at the yearly bookmarks to remember all God did.

And the past verses give perspective to the challenges of the current year.
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